Management of predictable pain using fentanyl pectin nasal spray in patients undergoing radiotherapy
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Background: Studies report the need for improved pain management in the radiation oncology setting. Many patients with well controlled background pain experience breakthrough pain in cancer (BTPc) that can interrupt their treatment schedule with a potentially negative impact on outcomes. BTPc can be unpredictable and predictable; both types of pain can be managed with fast-acting analgesics, but predictable pain lends itself to anticipatory management.

Methods: Five consecutive cases are described in which fentanyl pectin nasal spray (FPNS) was used to manage BTPc, with an emphasis on the anticipatory management of predictable pain in cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.

Results: Patients (four men, one woman), age range 32–84 years, were diagnosed with various cancers. All patients were receiving opioid treatment for chronic pain, and experienced predictable pain with radiotherapy which included pain associated with lying on a treatment table for a sustained time during an average of 29 radiotherapy treatments; pain associated with radiation simulation and radiotherapy; pain associated with odynophagia related to increasing mucositis during treatment, resulting in decreased nutritional intake; pain associated with the customized immobilization mask for head and neck cancer patients; and pain associated with defecation. Some patients also reported pain awakening them randomly at night (eg, sleep interruption). All patients attained lower pain intensity scores (2/10 to 3/10), reduced from approximately 7/10, when they were treated with FPNS 20 minutes before a predictable pain event. No patient experienced any pain-related interruptions to their course of radiotherapy. The average number of radiotherapy sessions was 29 per patient, excluding one short-course treatment for one patient.

Conclusion: FPNS offers a good solution to the management of BTPc because its fast onset of action makes it very suitable for the anticipatory treatment of predictable pain, which is likely to minimize interruptions to the radiotherapy schedule.
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Introduction
More than 50% of patients with cancer experience pain, which is often of moderate- to severe intensity. In patients with advanced disease, management of pain remains a particular challenge.¹ A number of guidelines recommend that persistent cancer pain should be managed with around-the-clock treatments, often with a stable dosage of opioids.²⁻⁴ Despite that treatment, many patients continue to experience acute episodes of severe pain, known as breakthrough pain in cancer (BTPc). BTPc may arise either unpredictably or predictably, possibly triggered by movement, exercise, or some other activity.⁵
Recommendations for treatment of BTPc have historically included the addition of a short-acting opioid; however, more recently, guidelines have emphasized the utility of rapid-acting fentanyls. These agents have a rapid onset and short duration of action which match the profile of a typical BTPc episode.\textsuperscript{2-4} Unpredictable episodes of BTPc can only be treated once they arise, but predictable episodes of BTPc create an opportunity to anticipate the pain and pre-emptively treat to reduce or prevent it.\textsuperscript{2-4}

Patients undergoing radiotherapy can experience a number of predictable pain situations. In our experience, pain during radiotherapy can include that associated with the need to lie still on a treatment table for a sustained time during radiotherapy or radiation simulation; wearing of the customized immobilization mask for patients with head and neck cancer; odynophagia related to increasing mucositis during radiotherapy; defecation related to development of proctitis; and sleep-interrupting pain that occurs randomly and awakens patients at night (Table 1).

Table I Patient diagnosis and types of predictable pain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Types of predictable pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | Nonkeratinizing squamous cell carcinoma | - Discomfort of face mask during RT
- Pain from swallowing due to mucositis progressing to grade III
- Pain causing awakening 2–3 times per night |
| 2       | Rectal adenocarcinoma with lamina propria invasion | - Pain during defecation
- Pain causing night awakening
- Pain from rectal and perineal irritation |
| 3       | Poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma of the head of the pancreas; lymphovascular and perineural invasion | - Pain lying on treatment table during RT
- Mucositis-associated pain
- Pain causing night awakening |
| 4       | Minimally invasive multifocal low-grade esophageal adenocarcinoma invading submucosa; history of prostate cancer (controlled) and Parkinson’s disease | - Pain on walking and lying down
- Pain during RT session
- Pain of odynophagia
- Pain on movement and transfer from wheelchair to treatment table |
| 5       | Multiple skeletal metastases from previously treated urothelial carcinoma | - Left upper arm, shoulder, and bilateral hip pain associated with walking and prolonged sitting
- Pain during RT session |

Abbreviation: RT, radiotherapy.

In a survey conducted in a radiotherapy oncology department, more than half of the patients treated with radiotherapy experienced pain, and 39% of patients indicated that their pain was inadequately treated.\textsuperscript{6,7} This situation may increase a patient’s anxiety and cause them to hesitate, reschedule, or decline radiotherapy treatment. Reasons for radiotherapy treatment interruptions have been poorly described in the literature, perhaps reflecting a lack of awareness of the importance of avoiding interruptions.\textsuperscript{8} One reason that has been reported for treatment interruptions is an inability to withstand the acute side effects of radiotherapy.\textsuperscript{9,10} Such interruptions to the radiotherapy schedule and the associated prolonged overall treatment times can result in loss of local tumor control and an increased risk of tumor repopulation. This phenomenon has been well documented in patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, as well as in other cancers.\textsuperscript{8,11-14} The repopulation rate during a treatment gap was estimated to be nearly four times faster than that during irradiation days.\textsuperscript{15,16} One extra day of prolonged treatment of radiotherapy was estimated to reduce local control by 1.4% to 1.7% each day.\textsuperscript{8,17} In another study, each day of interruption of radiotherapy was estimated to increase the hazard rate by 3.3% for local and regional tumor control, and by 2.9% for disease-free survival.\textsuperscript{10}

Predictable BTPc may be particularly associated with the radiotherapy process; there is a need for patients to remain immobile during sessions, in some cases patients need to wear a restraining mask, and radiotherapy can be associated with the development of painful mucositis and proctitis. In those situations in which the pain is predictable, preemptive treatment can be initiated that may allay anxiety and reduce treatment interruptions. While a short-acting opioid could be used, it may need to be administered up to an hour before the event, which is often impractical.\textsuperscript{2,18} By contrast, a rapid-acting fentanyl with a fast onset of action could be given minutes before the anticipated pain.\textsuperscript{4,19,20}

Fentanyl pectin nasal spray\textsuperscript{21,22} (FPNS, Lazanda\textsuperscript{®} in the US and PecFent\textsuperscript{®} in Europe and Australia) is a nasally administered rapid-acting fentanyl with a fast onset of action that reduces pain within 5 minutes.\textsuperscript{19,20,23,24} Previous studies have shown that intranasally administered FPNS is well accepted by patients;\textsuperscript{24,25} furthermore, the intranasal route avoids the oral cavity which is often compromised in patients with radiotherapy-associated mucositis. As such, FPNS represents a useful tool for the anticipatory management of predictable BTPc. This report presents five consecutive cases (Table 1) in which patients receiving radiotherapy were treated with FPNS for predictable BTPc. Throughout the cases, pain is
measured by using a 0–10 scale, where 0 is “no pain” and 10 is “pain as bad as you can imagine”.26

Case presentations

Case 1
A 61-year-old man with a 2.5 cm invasive, nonkeratinizing, squamous cell carcinoma (T2N2BM0) in the left tonsil region was referred for concurrent chemotherapy and radiation therapy (6,800 cGy in 34 fractions with daily sensitizing chemotherapy continued for 7 weeks). Prophylactic supersaturated calcium phosphate oral rinse was used from day 1, but the patient developed mucositis in week 2 that progressed to grade III by the end of treatment.

At the beginning of treatment, the patient had little pain, but quickly started to experience significant pain especially when swallowing. Long-acting analgesia (hydrocodone/acetaminophen; 5/500 mg increasing to 7.5/500 mg every 6–8 hours) was initiated in week 2, and expanded in week 3 by the addition of fentanyl transdermal patches every 72 hours (initially 25 µg, later increased to 50 µg and then 75 µg). Despite that regimen plus hydrocodone/acetaminophen 30 minutes before meals, he experienced 6/10 pain with swallowing and awoke 2–3 times a night with pain that he rated as 7/10. While the long-acting analgesia reduced overall pain, it did not affect the severity of the acute episodes of pain associated with swallowing or the discomfort associated with the need to wear an immobilizing mask during radiotherapy.

FPNS was started in week 5 (100 µg); in particular, the patient was instructed to use FPNS in an anticipatory manner 20 minutes before lunch and dinner, and 20 minutes before radiotherapy sessions. In addition, he used FPNS to treat pain that woke him at night. As an anticipatory treatment, FPNS reduced pain from 8/10 to 3/10. After completion of 34 radiotherapy sessions without interruption, the patient was continued on fentanyl patches (75 µg every 72 hours) plus FPNS (100 µg 20 minutes before meals). By 4 weeks after therapy, the mucositis had resolved sufficiently to allow the oral rinse to be discontinued and the dose of the fentanyl patches to be reduced (25 µg every 72 hours). By 5 weeks after therapy, the fentanyl patches and FPNS were discontinued.

Case 2
A 32-year-old man who had a rectal adenocarcinoma with lamina propria invasion (T2N0M0) was referred for combined preoperative therapy with sensitizing capecitabine and intensity-modulated radiation therapy/tomotherapy (cumulative radiation dose of 4,500 cGy over 25 fractions).

His initial pain assessment revealed persistent rectal and low abdominal cramping rated 5/10 occurring 3–4 times each day and lasting 20–30 minutes. The patient also reported pain during defecation without narcotics (7/10). Hydrocodone/acetaminophen (10/325 mg four times daily) reduced his defecation pain to 4/10 and cramping abdominal pain to 2/10. During week 2, the hydrocodone/acetaminophen was increased (two tablets of 10/325 mg every 6 hours) and a fentanyl transdermal patch was added (25 µg every 72 hours). Because the patient reported nausea within 12 hours of applying the fentanyl patch, ondansetron and lorazepam were prescribed with benefit. During week 4, he reported increased pain with defecation (8/10); in addition, he had a BTPc episode that woke him in the middle of the night (5/10). The dose of the fentanyl patch was increased (50 µg every 72 hours), and the hydrocodone/acetaminophen was replaced by FPNS (100 µg 20 minutes before defecation). This adjustment reduced pain associated with defecation from 5/10 to a manageable 3/10. Additionally, the night-time pain was reduced from 5/10 to 2/10, which allowed the patient to return to sleep and to remain asleep until morning.

During week 5, the FPNS dose was increased to 200 µg as the patient developed radiotherapy-associated rectal and perineal irritation. FPNS reduced the pain from 6/10 to 2/10. The patient continued to complain of nausea (grade II) and the ondansetron was replaced by granisetron transdermal patch that reduced the nausea to grade I. In week 6, the FPNS dose was further increased (400 µg 20 minutes before defecation) which eased the pain associated with defecation to 2/10.

On completion of 25 radiotherapy sessions without interruption, the patient required a further increase in the dosage of the fentanyl patch (75 µg every 48 hours) because of persistent background pain of 5/10; but by 2 weeks after completing therapy, the fentanyl patch dosage was reduced (first to 50 µg and then to 25 µg every 72 hours). The FPNS was reduced (200 µg, 20 minutes before defecation and during the night if needed). FPNS was discontinued 4 weeks after therapy and the patient was switched back to hydrocodone/acetaminophen (10/325 mg, up to two tablets every 6 hours) for up to one week prior to discontinuing all narcotics.

Case 3
A 66-year-old woman, post-Whipple surgery for a moderately to poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma of the head
of the pancreas with both lymphovascular and perineural invasion (T3N0M0), was referred for combined sensitizing chemotherapy with intensity-modulated radiation therapy/tomotherapy (5,040 cGy over 28 fractions) because her CA-19-9 rose from 4.9 to 581 U/mL (normal range, 0–35 U/mL).

On referral, the patient complained of diffuse low abdominal pain (7/10). Hydromorphone hydrochloride (2 mg every 12 hours) plus hydrocodone/acetaminophen (7.5/500 mg, two tablets every 4–6 hours) reduced the pain to 5/10. During radiation simulation planning, she complained of abdominal and low back pain while lying on the table (6/10), which persisted for the 40-minute duration of the simulation process. The hydromorphone hydrochloride was discontinued, and FPNS was started (100 µg 20 minutes before radiotherapy sessions) and reduced her pain on the table to 2/10. In addition, the patient used FPNS prior to her evening meal to prevent mucositis-associated pain (5/10) and once at night when she would awaken with abdominal pain (7/10). Her mucositis-associated pain was reduced from 5/10 to 2/10. Her night-time pain was reduced to 3/10, allowing her to return to sleep, which had not been the situation previously. This regimen allowed the patient to complete her 28 planned radiotherapy sessions without interruption.

The patient represented 13 months later when she was referred for stereotactic body radiation (4,000 cGy in five fractions) because of asymptomatic lung metastases. At that time, her abdominal pain was controlled with intermittent use of hydrocodone/acetaminophen (7.5/500 mg) plus FPNS (100 µg as needed, typically once a day and once at night). This regimen controlled her abdominal pain (3/10) on most occasions.

After the first radiation treatment to the left lung lesion, the patient experienced stabbing left anterior upper chest pain (7/10); chest computed tomography revealed mediastinal and esophageal compression. A fentanyl transdermal patch was prescribed (25 µg every 72 hours) and the frequency of FPNS (100 µg) was increased to three times a day plus once at night. The patient reported a reduction in her chest pain from 7/10 to 4/10, with alleviation of pain for between 1.5 and 2 hours. Increasing the FPNS dose (200 µg) provided greater pain relief (2/10).

After completion of stereotactic body radiation, she discontinued the fentanyl patch after 10 days and the FPNS after 12 days. The patient remained on hydrocodone/acetaminophen (7.5/500 mg, once or twice a day) for slight (3/10) odynophagia.

Case 4

An 84-year-old man with a minimally invasive, multifocal, low-grade esophageal adenocarcinoma invading into the submucosa was referred for concurrent sensitizing capecitabine chemotherapy with intensity-modulated radiation therapy/tomotherapy (5,500 cGy over 30 fractions). His medical history included prostate cancer treated with radiation therapy and long-standing but controlled Parkinson’s disease.

Upon referral, the patient reported a long history of low back pain (4/10) when walking and when lying down. His background analgesia was hydrocodone/acetaminophen (5/500 mg twice a day) plus a fentanyl transdermal patch (initially 12 µg, and then 25 µg every 72 hours). Because of this pain and the associated Parkinson’s disease, he was reluctant to accept the course of radiotherapy. The radiotherapy team suggested a trial of FPNS (100 µg given 20 minutes before each session) which managed his discomfort during the 40-minute planning session (3/10). The patient requested better pain control, and the FPNS dose was increased (200 µg 20 minutes before radiation) and further reduced the pain to 2/10, which the patient deemed acceptable. In week 3, he developed odynophagia (5/10) which was reduced to 2/10 by FPNS (200 µg 20 minutes before meals). The patient also experienced reduced rigidity from his neurologic Parkinson’s disorder, with improved movement and mobility and decreased pain and anxiety during transfer from wheelchair to treatment table.

The patient completed all 30 radiotherapy sessions without interruption due to pain; he did have a single interruption related to fatigue associated with his Parkinson’s disease. Two weeks after completion of radiotherapy, the fentanyl patches were discontinued and the FPNS dose was reduced (100 µg 20 minutes before meals). The FPNS was discontinued 4 weeks after completion of therapy.

Case 5

A 69-year-old man with multiple skeletal metastases from a previously treated high-grade urothelial carcinoma was referred for palliative external beam radiotherapy as pain relief for an upper arm lesion (1,000 cGy over 10 fractions). Despite taking hydrocodone/acetaminophen (7.5/500 mg, two tablets every 6 hours), the patient reported left upper arm and shoulder pain (9/10) as well as bilateral hip pain (5/10) associated with walking and prolonged sitting. Morphine sulfate (15 mg every 4 hours) was added one hour before radiation during which he experienced significant difficulty related to restlessness and pain (6/10 during the entire 40 minutes of simulation, with occasional spikes to
Pain and its management remain a significant challenge in the radiotherapy setting, especially in the management of predictable pain that is associated with the radiotherapy process. In a survey in a radiation oncology department, 39% of patients reported that their pain was inadequately treated. Such poor pain control has been reported to impact a patient’s willingness to attend treatment and to affect their ability to complete a course of treatment without interruptions, which in turn would impact the potential benefits of radiotherapy.

Fentanyl transdermal patches were added (25 µg every 72 hours) and the morphine was replaced by FPNS (100 µg 20 minutes before radiation). The patient reported grade II nausea and visual hallucinations that resolved when the fentanyl patches were discontinued. Taking hydrocodone/acetaminophen (7.5/500 mg every 6–8 hours) plus FPNS (100 µg 20 minutes before each session) reduced his pain to 2/10. On this regimen, the patient remained alert and had enough energy to complete all ten sessions without interruption. One week after completion of radiotherapy, the patient discontinued FPNS and remained on hydrocodone/acetaminophen.

### Conclusion and potential implications

Pain is a significant challenge in the radiotherapy setting, especially in the management of predictable pain that is associated with the radiotherapy process. In a survey in a radiation oncology department, 39% of patients reported that their pain was inadequately treated. Such poor pain control has been reported to impact a patient’s willingness to attend treatment and to affect their ability to complete a course of treatment without interruptions, which in turn would impact the potential benefits of radiotherapy.

This case series shows that attention to the patient’s reportage and judicious use of long-acting opioids plus a fast-acting analgesic can lead to a significant reduction in pain, particularly predictable episodes of pain. Across this series, pain scores of approximately 7/10 were reproducibly reduced to 2/10 to 3/10 (Table 2) and all patients were able to complete all of their sessions without pain-related interruptions.

The series was limited to five consecutive patients meeting FPNS criteria due to the fact that not all cancer patients require FPNS for BTPc. These groups include the majority of prostate and breast cancer patients treated with radiotherapy. Furthermore, these patients are often not opioid-tolerant. Cost was also a limiting factor regarding noncommercial payers such as Medicare. Hopefully, as others see and respond to our early reporting of this series, more payers will cover FPNS to alleviate BTPc and allow uninterrupted completion of radiotherapy.

The patients presented in this report are typical of those we see in our clinic, experiencing acute exacerbations of chronic pain during radiotherapy sessions in association with positioning on the table and the wearing of uncomfortable immobilizing face masks. In addition, our patients often experience BTPc when eating or defecating because of radiotherapy-induced mucositis or proctitis, respectively. We have found that the use of FPNS for management of BTPc provides both anticipatory relief of predictable pain and the treatment of unpredictable pain (as in patients awakening at night in pain).

FPNS was without difficulty in regard to tapering its use over a 2–4-week period after completion of radiotherapy. Tapering FPNS was simplified in regard to its short-acting and peak response times. Bioavailability and exit of the drug was rapid and there did not appear to be a need for high-dose drug escalation in most of the patients in this series. Clinical observation of constipation and lethargy appeared to be decreased overall compared with longer-acting fentanyl which also appeared to require longer tapering intervals in comparison. These experiences suggest that future research with controlled clinical trials would be warranted to better optimize the management of pain in the radiotherapy setting.
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**Table 2** Impact of FPNS on breakthrough pain in cancer in patients receiving RT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Predictable pain</th>
<th>Pain intensity score (0–10) Before treatment</th>
<th>After FPNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pain associated with face mask</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain causing awakening at night</td>
<td>6–7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain with swallowing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pain with defecation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain causing awakening at night</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rectal/perineal pain</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pain during RT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postprandial pain</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain causing awakening at night</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pain during RT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain during eating</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pain during RT</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Pain was reported using a 0–10 scale, where 0 is “no pain” and 10 is “pain as bad as you can imagine”.

Abbreviations: RT, radiotherapy; FPNS, fentanyl pectin nasal spray.
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